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There was a time when animals did not have tails. The animals walked a little off-balance. Many
wished they had another arm to grab food or branches. They had a harder time grabbing
attention from each other without a tail to express what they were feeling. 

Eventually, the animals complained aloud, “We wish we had tails!”

Until, one of the animals realized that they needed a meeting headed by Shumba the Lion. While
Shumba was a kind king, he still had quite the presence. The other animals volunteered Imbwa
the Dog to speak on their behalf. Dog had been around humans and had learned to bridge the
animals and human worlds. They decided he had the skills to speak with grace with Lion. Though,
they all knew that Dog had learned how to beg while around humans, too. That could be helpful
depending on Shumba’s answer.

Imbwa declared, “We need tails, and let me tell you why….” Then, he went on and on while
Shumba listened. Eventually, Shumba interrupted, “I can see that tails are important. I may not
mind a tail myself. I have many issues before me. Come back in one week. I will talk with the
Forest Spirit Mudzimu and see what can be done.”
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 Meanwhile, Mbira the Guinea Pig and Tsuro the Rabbit played and played and played. The other

animals scrambled about and talked about what could happen when Shumba talked with the
Forest Spirit.

In a week, Imbwa the Dog returned to hear from Shumba the Lion.

“The Forest Spirit Mudzimu agrees. You are to have tails. She will create a pile of tails by the big fig
tree in the valley.”

Imbwa the Dog shared the news with the other animals except for Guinea Pig and Rabbit. Those
two rodents needed to play more.

As animals came to the big fig tree, they chose from many kinds there: big, small, thin, thick,
bushy, naked, curly, straight, and many more.

So many sounds of delight came from these animals. The noise was to the point that Mbira the
Guinea Pig and Tsuro the Rabbit could no longer play and listened. They realized that tails did
sound like fun. The two of them rushed to the big fig tree as they discovered what they needed to
know.

Tsuro the Rabbit was faster than Mbira the Guinea Pig. Still, no tails could be seen. Rabbit dug
and dug until a bit of a tail that must have fallen off another tail was found. Rabbit took it and
even took some of his own fur to make it fluffy. By the time Mbira came, nothing could be found.
No bits or parts or hints. 

To this day, Mbira the Guinea Pig and Tsuro the Rabbit wish for majestic tails. Sometimes, you can
see them staring longingly at other animal tails. Tail or hardly-any-tail, they had to be content.


